
Drivers
Being for: January & February 2022

Name Driver/Dept Reason for nomination State
Chris Azzi 7217 He is always willing to help. NSW
Manhal (Mel) Hendi 7274 This is a very intelligent and capable man. Performing the role of lead driver at Hilti, he shows leadership 

qualities and work ethics of a person many years his senior. I can sincerely see him in a senior operational 
leadership role in ANC one day. 

NSW

Quoc Dat Phan 5209 Over the last month or so Dat, has been servicing numerous clients such as Pet Circle, WGAC, IKEA, and Hilti, 
Not once has he complained about being moved around, at each client he gives them all exceptional service 
and his care for the work he does is second to none. 

NSW

Deborah Miles 5141 Nom 1: Debbie has gone above and beyond in Blackwoods to ensure everyone is abiding by safety rules and 
delivering expected outcomes to the best of their ability. An absolute treasure in our fleet. Thank you Debbie! 
Nom 2: Debbie has been a huge help at Blackwoods assisting with the new drivers and helping keep our 
customers happy, even going the extra 'mile' to do other runs too.

QLD

Harrison Ashton 274 Harrison always puts in 110%, willing to help out when needed, and always asks for more, even at the end of 
a long hard day. He has proven to be an invaluable asset to ANC QLD.

QLD

Lance Glasgow 182 Great work being on call, keep it up. QLD
David Torley 82 David has gone above and beyond while I was in isolation, He opened up the warehouse every morning for 

the linehaul and the other drivers.  He relayed all the information that was needed and kept the place running 
smooth.  Huge asset to ANC!!

SA

Harwinder Singh 145 Harry is one of the best drivers on our fleet. He is always very helpful and pleasant to deal with. SA
Lancelot Badovksy 141 Great asset to our fleet! Always friendly and helpful. SA
Bob Boezlle 3808 Bob received the highest NPS score for Bunnings in December. NPS of 86 for Bunnings is fantastic! good work 

Bob.
VIC

Bradley Roberts 3810 Brad was on his day off enjoying his ME time and when he knew we're struggling to get Crane job done then 
he decided to come out and helped completing few jobs. you're Great Brad :)

VIC

Jayden Lardelli-Newton 3103 Jayden has been with ANC for just over a month and has taken everything thrown at him and done the work 
with barely any complaints. He is always wanting to make sure he is following the processes and when he is 
unsure he will call through to the AAs and check what the process is, especially when it comes to failing a job. 
Jayden will go above and beyond what is required to get the jobs done. Thank you Jayden for helping with all 
that you do. 

VIC

Mohammad Nasrin 3777 Helping out on Australia Day to cover drivers that were not working VIC
Prudhvi Anumanthular 3601 Helping out on Australia Day to cover drivers that were not working VIC

Tri Nguyen 3891 I cannot begin to express my gratitude for Tri, he is constantly going above and beyond what is expected and 
he always, ALWAYS helps me out when I need. Not only does Tri perform outstanding work on a challenging 
account (Pet Circle), he does so with the best attitude and zero complaint. Tri is such a valued member of this 
fleet and is very deserving of this nomination.  Thank you so much for you tireless work, for hardly ever failing 
deliveries (unless they are justified) and for helping us out on numerous weekend, you are the BEST Tri!!!!

VIC

Usman Sarwar 3313 Helping out on Australia Day to cover drivers that were not working VIC
Wayne Eccles 312 Wayne has been a rocket ever since he started with ANC.  His attention to detail and problem solve is terrific. 

Always willing to step up and help out where he can.  ANC is very lucky having you part of the team. 
WA
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